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“No problem!” The Hidden House Pi’s representative was Pi Zhihai-he’d come to train his will. He was a 

physical practitioner, Earth Class early phase peak-it’d be hard for him to break through without an 

opportunity, and so he needed to find a way to do so. The spirit beast test was dangerous, but danger 

and opportunity coexisted-just like the Ice Palace test, many people still went despite the danger. It was 

this logic. 

“Alright, please come over!” Gate leader wo nodded. He didn’t have any grudges against the Hidden 

House Pi, so he ordered the beast to mess with Pi Zhihai and force him to admit defeat. He didn’t have 

to force him! 

The purple lightning Beast could actually understand human language. This kind of ancient spirit beast 

with spiritual intelligence was extraordinarily intelligent. However, in its eyes, gate Lord wo was so weak 

that it couldn’t even be bothered to communicate with him. Therefore, the purple lightning Beast only 

snorted and did not agree or disagree. It gave gate Lord wo an ambiguous answer. 

“Forget it, as long as you don’t hurt our disciples, it’s fine.” Gate leader wo saw the purple lightning 

beast’s attitude and had no choice but to settle for second best. 

Zhihai entered the cage and looked nervously at the purple lightning Beast. He didn’t dare to slow down 

at all, and in the next moment, the purple lightning Beast charged at Zhihai like a mad man! 

Zhihai jumped in shock and ran! 

And so, a miraculous scene appeared. Inside the cage, Pi Zhihai was running in front, while the purple 

lightning Beast was chasing from behind. However, the purple lightning Beast obviously wasn’t using its 

full strength, because gate leader wo knew that the purple lightning beast’s speed was much faster than 

this! 

However, no matter how fast Zhihai ran, the purple lightning Beast maintained a certain distance from 

him! Zhihai ran as fast as he could, but the purple lightning Beast followed behind him at a steady pace, 

as if it was toying with him! 

Seeing this, gate leader wo let out a breath of relief-it seemed like the purple lightning Beast was giving 

him some face. As long as he didn’t kill Zhihai, he wouldn’t be offending the Hidden House Pi! 

However, while gate leader wo knew about this, the others didn ‘t. The purple lightning Beast was 

following Zhihai closely, and Zhihai was running like a mad man, chasing after him. Old master Pi was 

sweating all over! 

Zhihai had only wanted to gain some experience, but he didn’t expect the beast to be this fast! He had 

wanted to use this opportunity to sneak attack the purple lightning Beast, but it seemed that he would 

be lucky if the purple lightning Beast didn’t do so! 



After two rounds, the purple lightning Beast was getting bored and annoyed-you’re just a puny Earth 

Class early phase peak physical practitioner, and you’re here to show off? I’ve been chasing you for two 

rounds. Why are you running if you’re not going to kneel and beg for mercy? 

The purple lightning Beast wanted to teach Zhihai a lesson, so it suddenly roared and sped up … 

“I admit defeat, I admit defeat!” Zhihai finally gave in. He was scared, it wasn’t worth it to be killed by 

the beast! 

Gate master wo thought,”you should have admitted defeat long ago. How capable do you think you 

are?” Arm-wrestling with the purple lightning Beast? Even the purple lightning Beast wasn’t weak in 

front of a Sky Class early phase, not to mention a mere Earth Class early phase peak, and a physical one 

at that. 

“Alright, I’ll open the door to the cage. You can come out!” Gate master wo said with a calm expression. 

However, the moment gate master wo opened the cage, the purple lightning beast’s claw struck Zhihai’s 

back. Although the claw didn’t hit him, it still made Zhihai’s back bleed. He stumbled out of the cage and 

spat out a mouthful of blood. His face was extremely pale. He didn’t even stand for a few seconds 

outside the cage before he fell to the ground. 

“Zhihai!” Elder Pi’s eyes flashed with deep worry and regret-if he’d known that the beast was this 

strong, he wouldn’t have let Zhihai go no matter what! He’d almost lost his life! 

Zhihai was the hope of the Hidden House Pi’s younger generation. Zhishan was in charge of the house, 

and Zhihai was focused on his martial arts. With the two working together, the Hidden House Pi could 

become stronger. But if Zhihai died here, it would be a huge loss! 

“Grandpa … I … I feel like there’s a strange Qi in my body … Pfft …” Zhihai spat out another mouthful of 

blood and fainted! 

Grandpa Pi was furious-he had nothing better to do! Why did he have to agree to Zhihai’s request? No 

wonder so many families had chosen to withdraw. It seemed like they were the smart ones! 

“Zhihai, you’re saying your body …” Elder Pi was worried, but he wasn’t a spiritual master-he couldn’t 

check Zhihai’s condition. He turned to gate leader wo for help. 

“Old man Pi … My condolences. This purple lightning Beast is extremely powerful-if I’m not wrong, your 

grandson’s body has been injected with the Qi of a spirit beast. It’s similar to pure Qi from the world, 

and we can only ask a Sky Class master to try and refine it, otherwise …” The head didn’t finish his 

sentence, but old man Pi could guess that it was definitely not good. 

“Hey!” Elder Pi sighed and looked at elder Zhao, elder Yu, elder you, and elder Tang, all of the Sky Class 

Masters, hoping for their help. 

However, these old men were like old students meditating. They looked straight ahead, and none of 

them came forward to help. It was not that they were cruel and did not want to help, but because it was 

not a good job for others to refine Zhen Qi. It was a waste of effort and no gain. If they were not careful 

and did not refine it completely, the Zhen Qi would run to them, and they would really be in trouble! 



When a cultivator cultivated the spiritual energy of heaven and earth, they would take in the spiritual 

energy from the Qi Sea Point, then use the internal cultivation method to transform the spiritual energy 

into the true Qi that they needed, and then enter the various meridians of the body! However, it was 

absolutely impossible for them to directly absorb the spiritual energy of heaven and earth through the 

acupuncture points on their hands. This was because the spiritual energy they absorbed could not be 

transformed into the real Qi that they needed without going through the Qi Sea Point and the internal 

cultivation method. Therefore, this was a very dangerous and possibly fatal thing. Who would be willing 

to do this kind of thing? 
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Of course, this was for normal practitioners, except for Lin Yi! Not to mention the fact that the art of 

Dragon mastery was different from normal spiritual arts-he didn’t need to take in spiritual Qi from the 

Qi sea, he could take in spiritual Qi from any of the acupoints in his body. The pure spiritual Qi in the 

spirit beast’s body could be directly absorbed and converted by Lin Yi! 

Lin Yi couldn’t convert other types of energy because he didn’t have naipao’s skills. He couldn’t convert 

all the Qi into his own Qi, but he could absorb the pure Qi of the world and convert it for his own use! 

This was also the reason why Lin Yi was able to absorb Qi from general Weiwu and Skybolt pig! 

Lin Yi, on the other hand, transferred Qi to others through the meridians of their wrists, but the art of 

Dragon mastery automatically converted the Qi into the Qi needed by the target’s practitioner’s Arts. It 

directly transferred the Qi into their bodies, saving them the need to absorb it from the Qi Sea Point. 

It was just that Lin Yi wouldn’t help the Hidden House Pi at a time like this-he had a grudge against them, 

and even if they didn ‘t, he had no interest in helping them. 

Old Zhao sighed when he saw that everyone else was unmoved. He had no choice but to walk over 

himself. He was the host, so he couldn’t just sit back and do nothing. However, if he wanted to take care 

of this matter, he had to be clear about whether it was worth it or not. 

Old Zhao walked over, and old Pi was very grateful,””Thank you, old Zhao!” 

“You’re welcome. It’s hard to say if it can be cured!” Zhao Yu’s father waved his hand and didn’t say 

anything. He reached out his hand and started checking Zhihai’s meridians. However, after checking, he 

frowned deeply. 

Old master Pi was shocked, but didn’t dare interrupt. 

Gate master wo shook his head. He knew that the purple lightning Beast was angry, but it was already 

giving face to Zhihai by not killing him with a single slap. That was an ancient spirit beast with the 

bloodline of a divine beast. How could it listen to gate master wo’s orders? 

He wasn’t gate master wo’s contracted spirit beast, so it made sense for him to punish Zhihai. 

“This is not good. This Zhen Qi is indeed pure heaven and earth ling qi, but I can’t absorb it and refine 

it!” “I’m not sure if I can absorb it slowly and forcefully to refine it,” old Zhao said.”I’m sorry, but I can’t 

do anything about it. There’s too much true Qi in your grandson’s body!” 



“This …” Elder Pi’s heart sank at the words.”I … I … Old Zhao, how can I save my grandson? I’m willing to 

pay the price!” 

Old master Zhao shook his head. This was not an easy task, and it was not easy to get the reward. If he 

could not refine it after inhaling it, he would have to find a way to force it out. The price he had to pay 

would be too great. If he went crazy, it would not be worth it! 

Elder Yu, elder you, and elder Tang were all Sky Class Masters, and they’d come across situations like 

this quite often. Some people had begged them for help, and they’d tried, but they’d all failed. Zhihai’s 

body didn’t even have a bit of Qi, and it was hard to even take out a bit. 

Therefore, they didn’t even have the thought of giving it a try. They wouldn’t do such a thing no matter 

how much money they were offered. It would affect their cultivation! 

“I don’t know what to do. I think it’s better to let the king of medicine of house Zhao take a look. If he 

can’t do anything, then I can’t do anything!” Zhao Yu’s father shook his head. In fact, he didn’t have 

much hope. 

“Alright, thank you so much!” Elder Pi didn’t know-it was better to have hope than nothing. He quickly 

carried Pi Zhihai and followed the disciples that elder Zhao had arranged to go to the king of medicine … 

The second to go up was the Firewolf gang disciple. An Mingyue didn’t seem to care about Pi Zhihai’s 

miserable state at all. She wasn’t worried at all. She still let her own disciple go up! 

“First round, hidden house Pi disciples, time is seven minutes and forty-nine seconds. Second round, Fire 

Wolf Gang members, get ready!” Zhao Yu’s father announced the results. 

When gate master wo saw the Firewolf gang disciple approaching, he opened the door of the cage and 

let him in. 

After the firewolves entered the cage, they seemed to ignore the purple lightning Beast. They just stood 

there like idiots and didn’t do anything. This situation made the purple lightning Beast slightly stunned. 

Just standing there in a daze? 

He didn’t stay alert or hide? So, the purple lightning Beast tried to chase after the Firewolf gang disciple 

and play with him, but the Firewolf gang disciple ignored it and stood there like a fool, as if whatever the 

purple lightning Beast did had nothing to do with the firewolves! 

Seeing this, the purple lightning Beast was a little annoyed. It tried to pounce over, but the Firewolf gang 

disciple remained unmoved. 

This time, the purple lightning beast’s temper had also flared up. It threw a slap over and directly threw 

the disciple of the Firewolf gang to the ground! 

However, this disciple wasn’t as useless as Zhihai. After falling to the ground, he didn’t even beg for 

mercy. After a while, he stood up shakily, still standing there. 

“？”The purple lightning Beast was somewhat puzzled. Who was this person? He was beaten up, but it 

was like nothing happened? Was there something wrong with this person? 



However, since this person was still staying here after being beaten up and did not run away, the purple 

lightning Beast had no reason to keep him. It walked over and gave the disciple another slap, causing 

him to fall to the ground! 

This time, the disciples of the Firewolf gang didn’t get up so quickly. The old men who were watching 

from the outside shook their heads. They all knew that the disciples of the Firewolf gang were strange. 

They were not afraid of fighting or death. However, they probably couldn’t make it after such a short 

time. 

“Disciple of the Firewolf gang, are you Dead or Alive? If you still don’t stand up, then you lose!” Zhao 

Yu’s father asked. After all, if one died on the spot, it would not be counted as the result of the 

competition. 

However, not long after old master Zhao’s words, the Firewolf gang disciple moved. He once again 

staggered up from the ground, but this time, his movements were obviously much slower than before. 

After he stood up, he spat out a few mouthfuls of blood, but he still stood there without moving. (To be 

continued.) 
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“…” The purple lightning Beast was speechless. Was this person here to seek death? Looking at him, one 

more slap and he would probably die, right? 

However, the purple lightning Beast didn’t have any sympathy. Since you’ve come in and you’re not 

running or begging for mercy, you can only wait for death! Hence, the purple lightning Beast slapped the 

disciple of the Firewolf gang again, causing him to stumble! 

This time, the Firewolf gang disciples really didn’t make any moves … At the same time, an Mingyue 

said,””Alright, we admit defeat. We’ve persevered to the limit. Let him out!” 

He could still come out? Everyone was stunned, but gate leader wo still opened the cage. The Firewolf 

gang disciple on the ground miraculously moved again, but he couldn’t stand up. Instead, he climbed out 

of the cage and came to an Mingyue’s side! 

An Mingyue gave a few instructions to one of her trusted subordinates, and the subordinate left with 

the injured disciple. As for where they went, only an Mingyue knew. The other old men present didn’t 

know. 

However, they wouldn’t investigate it. The fire Wolf Gang was mysterious, and they were even more 

mysterious than the everyday and every day sect. They were a new gang that had risen in the last 

twenty years, and even the ancient sects didn’t dare to mess with them. No one would bother with their 

business. 

Since this disciple wasn’t dead when he came out, even though he had admitted defeat, the result was 

still valid. So, old master Zhao announced,””In the second round, the firewolves lasted nine minutes and 

eight seconds!” 



One had to admit that this Firewolf gang disciple had fallen a few times, dragging his feet longer than 

Zhihai had held on, and now he was in the lead! 

“For the third round, the disciples are from the Golden Bell sect!” After old master Zhao announced the 

results, he continued with the competition. 

When it came to the disciple of the Golden Bell sect, Jin Gang Zuan was a little hesitant. Of his two 

disciples, one was dead and the other was injured. The one who died was his favorite last disciple, and 

the one who was injured was also a more talented disciple. Now, the participant was another more 

talented disciple. 

However, after seeing Zhihai and the firewolves “injuries, diamond didn’t have much hope! Zhihai had 

been injected with Qi by the spirit beast. The diamond wasn’t worried about that-after all, the Golden 

Bell shield had the effect of blocking Qi. However, it was worried that the disciple’s Golden Bell shield 

wouldn’t be able to withstand the spirit beast’s attack and he’d be seriously injured. 

At the thought of this, Jin Gang Zuan instructed the disciple beside him,””After you go in, stand for a 

while like the fire Wolf Gang disciple. If the ancient spiritual beast doesn’t attack you, you can delay it 

for a while. When it chases you, you run. If it catches you, take a hit. If you feel that you can’t do it, 

admit defeat and don’t fight!” 

“Yes!” The disciple of the Golden Bell sect also knew the importance of the matter, so he nodded and 

responded. 

Hence, after the Golden Bell sect disciples entered the cage, they mimicked the Firewolf gang’s disciples 

and stood there in a daze! 

However, this move was clearly no longer effective. When the purple lightning Beast saw that this 

person was also using this move, it didn’t even bother to scare him and directly slapped him! 

“Bang!” The disciple of the Golden Bell sect didn’t know what was going on, but he was hit and fell. 

Because of the protection of the Golden Bell shield, he only suffered some minor injuries, but he didn’t 

dare to stay any longer. Since the purple lightning Beast could break his Golden Bell shield, he would die 

without a doubt if he was hit a few more times! 

Therefore, the disciple of the Golden Bell sect made a prompt decision. He said without getting up from 

the ground,””I admit defeat!” 

Gate master wo opened the door of the cage. The disciple of the Golden Bell sect got up from the 

ground and ran out. It took him less than a minute to get up. He was the one who lasted the shortest 

time among all the participants. 

Diamond watched the entire process and sighed helplessly. His disciple was really unlucky-the two 

moves from before had been used by the Hidden House Pi and the fire Wolf Gang. This purple lightning 

Beast must’ve gotten tired of playing with him or something, but the House of Lightning came up and 

slapped his disciple down … 

Fortunately, his disciple was fine. Otherwise, he would have regretted it even more! 



“In the third match, the Golden Bell sect disciple lasted 38 seconds!” “The disciples who will be fighting 

in the fourth round are the hidden disciples of the Han family!” Old master Zhao announced. Disciples of 

the hidden han family, please come up the stage!” 

At this time, both old Zhao and leader wo were very nervous. This Lin Yi’s ranking was so low, he 

wouldn’t just give up after watching the first few matches, would he? If he gave up, then all his 

preparations would have been in vain! 

They didn’t mess with the order of the lot-it was a small detail, after all, and it’d be a problem if they 

messed with it. They all stared at Lin Yi, waiting to see what he’d choose. 

“Boss, should we just give up? This ancient spiritual beast is really quite scary …”Han xiaopo said, 

lowering her voice.”Besides, I suspect that gate master wo is able to communicate with this ancient 

spirit beast. What if he lets the ancient spirit beast harm you, boss? You must know that you killed his 

disciple and spirit Wolf!” 

“Don’t worry,” Lin Yi smiled faintly and walked towards the cage calmly. 

“Phew …” The people who saw Lin Yi walking past all heaved a sigh of relief. Grandpa Tang sighed. It 

seemed that Lin Yi was dead for sure this time. Tang Qiqi’s efforts to build a good relationship were in 

vain. He wouldn’t be able to use her in the future! 

On the other hand, the old men who wanted to kill Lin Yi were extremely excited, especially wo jindao. 

He couldn’t be any happier as he ordered the purple lightning Beast in beast language,”In a while, when 

this guy enters the cage, you kill him directly. Don’t hold back, you must kill him. Whether he begs for 

mercy or not, use the killer directly!” 

The purple lightning Beast seemed to be disapproving of gate master wo’s tone. 

“Do you see that? This is an elixir fruit. If you kill that person, it’s yours!” Gate leader wo opened his 

sleeve and showed the purple lightning Beast the fruit Lin Yi gave him. 

“Roar!” The purple lightning Beast squinted its eyes, as if it had agreed to gate master wo’s request. 

Hehe, Lin Yi, Oh Lin Yi, you wouldn’t even dream of this, would you? The spiritual fruit you gave me will 

be the key to your death. If it wasn’t for this, the purple lightning Beast wouldn’t have agreed so easily! 

Of course, gate master wo did all of this in secret, not letting Lin Yi see. (To be continued.) 
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Lin Yi walked up to the cage, and the man opened it without making a sound, letting him in. 

To everyone’s surprise, Lin Yi didn’t even try to Dodge or hide when he walked into the cage. He just 

walked straight towards the purple lightning Beast! Everyone, including the purple lightning Beast, was 

stunned. Was there something wrong with Lin Yi? was he here to die? 



Just as everyone was wondering, Lin Yi used his pure energy Voice transmission to speak to the purple 

lightning Beast,”I know you can understand what I’m saying. I also know that the one with the surname 

wo wants to kill me. However, I have a suggestion. It would be better for you to follow me than him!” 

“Roar?” The purple lightning Beast froze-it didn’t think that Lin Yi would use voice transmission! It was a 

skill that only sky Class Masters could use, and not all Sky Class Masters could use it! This purple 

lightning Beast had lived for over ten thousand years and was naturally very knowledgeable! 

And Lin Yi knew that it could understand human language? Even the people who built the mountain 

Gate didn’t know about this, right? And what confused the beast the most was that Lin Yi said it was 

better to follow him than the GaN mountain sect? What did that mean? 

“Ha … You’ll know soon enough, don’t resist!” Lin Yi walked over and placed his hand on the purple 

lightning beast’s body. He activated the first stage of the art of Dragon mastery and sent a small stream 

of energy into the beast’s body! 

“!”The purple lightning beast’s body quivered, its eyes filled with shock and disbelief as it looked at Lin 

Yi, speechless! Was this for real? The person in front of him could actually transfer energy to him? 

What the purple lightning Beast needed the most was energy to level up, otherwise it wouldn’t have 

been able to stay at the Qian Mountain sect all these years. But, it could be said that although Lin Yi only 

transferred a trace of energy, it was extremely pure, comparable to ten years of cultivation or even 

more! 

The fruit that gate leader wo gave him earlier, on the other hand, didn’t even give him one percent of 

Lin Yi’s pure energy! 

And so, the purple lightning Beast had really gone a bit crazy. It looked at Lin Yi, deep in thought, but 

didn’t completely believe him. After all, its intelligence was very high, and just this one moment wasn’t 

enough for it to completely believe Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi didn’t say much and just smiled. He circulated the first stage of the art of Dragon mastery again 

and sent a little more energy than before! 

This time, the purple lightning Beast no longer doubted him. He finally believed that there was someone 

who could help him increase his strength! 

“I wonder if you’ve heard of Skybolt pig? I have one, and it’s my spirit beast little brother now. I’ve 

already raised it from golden class to Mystic class, and it’s only a matter of time before it becomes Earth 

Class!” Lin Yi saw that the purple lightning Beast believed him, so he threw out another big sweet gift! 

Skybolt pig? The purple lightning Beast was also a divine beast from the ancient times, so it naturally had 

some understanding of the Skybolt pig’s heaven-defying treasure hunting abilities! In the ancient times, 

Skybolt pig had another nickname, Fortune Pig, which meant that it could find anything valuable! 

Even the purple lightning Beast was envious of the Skybolt pig’s ability, so how could it not have heard 

of it? 



However, no one in the world knew about the pig. This Skybolt pig was the same as the purple lightning 

Beast-they were both ancient spirit beasts with the bloodline of a divine beast. They were long extinct, 

and Lin Yi didn’t make up the fact that he knew about the Skybolt pig. The Skybolt pig was really there! 

So the purple lightning Beast didn’t doubt him and quickly nodded, indicating that it was willing to 

follow Lin Yi! 

What a joke, the purple lightning Beast would be an idiot if it didn’t follow Lin Yi with such a huge 

benefit. It wasn’t a contract spirit beast of the Qian Mountain sect, so it had no relationship with them. 

Although it had eaten a lot of their spirit herbs and treasures, it had also protected the sect as a 

guardian spirit beast for so many years. 

In terms of debt, the GaN mountain sect owed the purple lightning Beast for building a sect where it 

cultivated! 

“Alright, since that’s the case, when that disciple from the Yi mountain comes in, you can just kill him 

with a single slap.” “I guess this counts as your proof of loyalty!” Lin Yi said to the beast. 

“Roar!” The purple lightning Beast nodded, indicating that there was no problem. 

It wasn’t an idiot, so it knew that it had to show some sincerity if it wanted to follow its new master! 

However, the purple lightning Beast didn’t feel any pressure at all about betraying the Qian Mountain 

sect. The two were in a cooperative relationship, and gate leader wo had used it to show off to others. If 

it didn’t want to cooperate, it could naturally terminate the contract. 

“Then you can play by yourself. I’ll cultivate here for a while.” With that, Lin Yi sat down cross-legged 

and started channeling the second stage of the art of Dragon mastery. He had just broken through to 

Earth Class mid phase, and he needed to consolidate his strength first. 

The purple lightning Beast naturally wouldn’t disturb Lin Yi-it wanted to please Lin Yi, this was a person 

who could level up! Just the benefits it received were enough for it to cultivate for a very, very long 

time! 

From the looks of it, Lin Yi didn’t even use his full strength and only gave it a little benefit, so it was time 

for the purple lightning Beast to perform well so that Lin Yi would pay enough attention to it and give it 

more benefits. 

However, Lin Yi sitting cross-legged in the cage made the eyes of the people outside widen! 

What was going on? Why didn’t the purple lightning Beast attack Lin Yi? Not only that, but Lin Yi was 

also training there without fear. Wasn’t he afraid of the beast? 

And so, master Zhao, master Yu, master you, Master Tang, and the others all turned to look at sect 

leader wo, but with han Tianba and han xiaopo nearby, they couldn’t ask directly. 

After all, using a spirit beast to kill Lin Yi wasn’t something to be proud of. The Hidden House gathering 

had to be fair on the surface, but who knew if the ancient level people were paying attention? if they 

were seen, they wouldn’t be able to escape responsibility. 

Gate leader wo was also puzzled. What was wrong with the purple lightning Beast? Didn’t he say he’d 

help kill Lin Yi? Why did he suddenly ignore her? 



“Purple lightning Beast, what are you doing? Go kill Lin Yi!” Gate master wo communicated with the 

purple lightning Beast in the beast language. 

This beast language was the secret art of the Qian Mountain sect, so they didn’t have to worry about 

other people understanding it. This included Lin Yi, who only understood a little of the beast language, 

but only the simplest ones. As for what the sect leader said, Lin Yi didn’t know what it meant. 
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But Lin Yi didn’t bother with him. Since the purple lightning Beast had already submitted, he could say 

whatever he wanted. If the Qian Mountain sect had enough chips to move the beast, the beast would’ve 

already submitted. Why would it wait until now to follow Lin Yi? 

Lin Yi was channeling the practitioner’s Arts the whole time-it was a pity that it wasn’t as fast as when 

Xinyan was beside him. Xinyan was like a moving treasure, and Lin Yi wasn’t used to it. 

“I’m leaving. I’ll leave it to you later. ” Lin Yi opened his eyes and ordered the purple lightning Beast. He 

walked towards the door of the cage,”Gate master wo, open the cage. This purple lightning Beast is very 

afraid of me. I’ve been cultivating for half a day, but it has no reaction. It’s too boring to be the 

champion of this competition!” 

“Hmph, you’re talking nonsense. You’ve only been in there for half an hour. Don’t think that you’ll 

definitely be the champion!” Gate master wo was puzzled and didn’t know what went wrong, but he still 

snorted and said,””The one who laughs last is the champion!” 

“Oh.” Lin Yi replied faintly and walked in han xiaopo’s direction. 

Gate leader wo frowned-Lin Yi was completely ignoring him! This pissed him off, but he couldn’t do 

anything. 

“For the fourth round, the time that the hidden han family lasted is 31 minutes and 25 seconds. They are 

in the lead for now. Next, let’s invite the last contestant, the disciple of the Qian Mountain sect, to enter 

the stage.” Old master Zhao announced expressionlessly, but he was secretly resentful in his heart. Gate 

master wo had said it well before, but he had failed at the last minute! 

You still want treasures? His father had already decided not to give it to him, and Lin Yi wasn’t even 

dead yet-what was the point? 

Elder Yu, elder you, and elder Tang had the same thoughts-they wouldn’t give anything to the Qian 

Mountain sect anymore. Lin Yi was fine, and even if he didn’t get first place, he was still second. This 

hidden house Summit was a failure! 

One of the disciples from the Qian Mountain sect went up. This was the disciple who raised the purple 

lightning Beast. Although he didn’t have a contract with the beast, he was the one who was most 

familiar with it. Therefore, he could stay for as long as he wanted. Even if it was a day, the beast 

wouldn’t attack this disciple! 

“You go and question the purple lightning Beast later on why he didn’t kill Lin Yi!” Gate master wo 

ordered the disciples of Yi Mountain Gate as he opened the cage. 



“Alright!” The disciple readily agreed and walked into the cage. He then shouted at the purple lightning 

Beast with some displeasure,”Hey, purple lightning Beast, why didn’t you kill Lin Yi? Did our gan 

mountain sect treat you well for nothing? All these years, I’ve let you cultivate, given you good food, and 

made you do something, can’t you do it?” 

If this disciple had spoken nicely, perhaps the purple lightning Beast would have cared about their old 

friendship and not killed him. It would have been fine if he had been crippled, but this Birdman had 

questioned him the moment he opened his mouth, which made the purple lightning Beast very 

unhappy! 

Who are you? You’re just a small disciple of the GaN mountain sect, giving me food was also gate leader 

wo’s order, do you think you’ve done something good? Plus, it was your gan mountain sect that 

established the sect at my cultivation place. I didn’t cause you any trouble and instead became your 

sect’s spirit beast for so many years. If I wasn’t here, how could your gan mountain sect become a 

famous sect? With your strength, you’re only at the strength of a common house-not to mention a Sky 

Class, you don’t even have an Earth Class late phase peak! 

Therefore, the purple lightning Beast didn’t say anything and slapped the disciple, causing him to fall to 

the ground. He let out a blood-curdling scream and instantly became a pile of meat. 

Even as he died, this disciple still couldn’t understand why the purple lightning Beast had suddenly 

turned its back on him. But he was afraid that he would never be able to ask this question. 

This tragic scene left everyone dumbfounded! 

Before, the ones who suffered the most were Pi Zhihai from the Hidden House Pi and the fire Wolf 

Gang. Lin Yi, on the other hand, was an accident, but this was nothing compared to the fact that a 

disciple from the Qian Mountain sect was killed by the purple lightning Beast. 

“Wojin fork!” Gate leader wo cried out in grief and anger. This wo jincha was also one of the disciples 

that gate leader wo thought highly of. Otherwise, he wouldn’t have allowed him to come into contact 

with the purple lightning Beast! However, he was killed by the purple lightning Beast. Gate master wo 

simply couldn’t believe it! 

The others all looked at each other, not knowing what the sect was up to. Lin Yi didn’t die, but their own 

disciple died. Could it be that this gate leader didn’t communicate clearly with the purple lightning 

Beast, causing the beast to misunderstand and think that they were killing a disciple of their sect? 

With this in mind, the elders and sect leaders who had previously participated in the competition felt 

somewhat lucky. It seemed that this purple lightning Beast was not easy to communicate with. If the 

purple lightning Beast misunderstood and thought that it had killed their disciples, they would be in 

deep trouble! 

“Purple lightning Beast, what do you mean? I told you to kill Lin Yi, how did you kill our disciples?” Gate 

master wo roared in anger. 

The purple lightning Beast looked at gate leader wo’s furious appearance and couldn’t even be bothered 

to pay attention to him. A small cultivator dared to point his finger at it? One had to know that it was an 



ancient spirit beast with the bloodline of a divine beast. It wouldn’t mind if Lin Yi, a practitioner who 

could help it level up, scolded it, but what did this gate leader do? He still dared to be so arrogant? 

“Roar!” The purple lightning Beast rolled its eyes and slapped the cage open. It ran to Lin Yi’s side and 

looked at him as if it was asking for praise. 

“It’s alright!” Lin Yi said as he touched the purple lightning beast’s fur. 

“Roar Roar …” The purple lightning Beast nodded as if it was enjoying it. It had to please Lin Yi. It had the 

same thought as the Skybolt pig-leveling up itself was too slow. Lin Yi was able to level it up because he 

had great God Power. Even in the ancient times, there weren’t many who had such power, so the purple 

lightning Beast subconsciously respected Lin Yi! 

Human martial artists admired the strong, and spirit beasts were even more so. Otherwise, they 

wouldn’t have such a strict hierarchy. However, there weren’t many human cultivators that could make 

spirit beasts admire them, and the purple lightning Beast was a proud spirit beast. It was completely 

shocked by Lin Yi’s ability that it was bowing down to Lin Yi. 

Chapter 2156: winning the championship again 

  

If the situation before was already shocking, then the purple lightning Beast running to Lin Yi’s side to 

please him gave them a shock that far exceeded what they’d experienced before! Why did the purple 

lightning Beast betray the sect to get on Lin Yi’s good side? What was the meaning of this? 

Han Tianba and han xiaopo’s hearts tightened when they saw the purple lightning Beast running 

towards Lin Yi, but they didn’t expect it to be so humble. 

“Lin Yi … So it’s your doing!” Gate leader wo’s reaction was the fastest, and he seemed to have 

understood something. He jumped up and pointed at Lin Yi,”What did you do to the spirit beasts of our 

sect?” 

“Me? What did he do?” “I don’t think there’s a rule against fiddling in the spirit beast tournament, 

right?” Lin Yi shrugged. 

“This …” Gate master wo was stunned. Indeed, there was no such rule in the competition! After all, 

when he had set this rule, he had never thought that anyone would be able to do anything to the purple 

wind thunder lightning Beast. The purple wind thunder lightning Beast was an ancient spirit beast. 

Whoever dared to do anything to it was truly tired of living. 

But Lin Yi did it, and he did it thoroughly. Not only was he fine, but he even let the purple lightning Beast 

kill wo jincha! 

“Old Zhao, now that the results of the competition are out, can you announce it?” Lin Yi said faintly. In 

fact, he didn’t think that it would be this easy to tame an ancient spirit beast, but this was good as well-

he had another trump card. This purple lightning Beast looked strong, but he didn’t know if it could fight 

against a Sky Class master. 



“Ahem, of course …” Grandpa Zhao found it mysterious, and he didn’t want Lin Yi to pick up a spirit 

beast for no reason, but he still announced,””Last round, the winner is the Hidden House han, second 

place is the firewolves, and third place is the Hidden House Pi. Please come and collect your bets!” 

“Wait a minute, Lin Yi, you have to explain everything. What did you do to the spirit beasts?” How could 

gate master wo give up just like that? She put her hand in front of Lin Yi,”You took advantage of the 

situation and took away my spirit beast …” 

“Are you crazy? You can’t afford to lose, can you?” Lin Yi looked at gate leader wo and said,”Old Zhao, 

what should we do if someone tries to cause trouble in the Hidden House Summit?” 

“This … We’ll report this to the ancient sect …” Old Zhao paused-he didn’t want to, but he had to bite 

the bullet and say it. The ancient people might be nearby, and they wouldn’t be able to sense a Sky Class 

late phase peak, so he couldn’t say something that went against his principles. 

“Old Zhao, this isn’t looking for trouble!” “This Lin Yi scammed my spirit beast away, how do we settle 

this?” gate leader wo cupped his fists. If Lin Yi didn’t take our things first, would I look for trouble with 

him?” 

“Steal your things?” Lin Yi smiled,”I say, gate leader wo, have you forgotten what you said before?” 

What you said is that if this spirit beast is contributed, whether it lives or dies, no matter what happens, 

it has nothing to do with you. You said that yourself, didn’t you? Besides, I didn’t take the spirit beast 

away from you for nothing. Didn’t I give you a spirit fruit?” 

“You!” Gate leader wo didn’t know how to respond to Lin Yi’s words. It was true that he did say that 

before to get a hidden treasure from house han, but he just took it as a joke. He didn’t think that the 

purple lightning Beast would be taken away by Lin Yi. 

“Old master Zhao, everyone here heard this, right? As the organizer of the Hidden House Summit, 

shouldn’t you do something about someone being so unreasonable?” Lin Yi laughed coldly and ignored 

the door leader. He turned to old Zhao and asked. 

“This … This is only natural. Gate master wo, you did say this before. This spirit beast was contributed by 

you, so no matter what happens, it has nothing to do with you!” “Otherwise, why would the hidden han 

family give you their treasures?” old Zhao said. 

Elder Zhao was quite angry with this gate leader-the guy was talking about killing Lin Yi, but what 

happened? Not only did he not kill Lin Yi, but he even let him win the championship! Where was his 

reputation as the organizer? 

The entire hidden house Summit was set up for Lin Yi alone, and he was in the limelight! Moreover, it 

didn’t matter to old master Zhao who the spirit beast belonged to. The spirit beast wasn’t his anyway, 

and he didn’t lose anything. 

“This … I …” Gate master wo really wanted to pull out his tongue. Why was he so despicable before? 

why did he say such things? But now, in order to hide a little treasure of the Han family, he had 

sacrificed his own spirit beast. It was really not worth it! 



“Alright, I’m going to receive my award. If you don’t want to die, get lost!” Lin Yi glared at gate leader 

wo-this guy was only an Earth Class mid phase peak, he wasn’t even Lin Yi’s match! Lin Yi didn’t dare to 

be too presumptuous with the Sky Class elders, but he didn’t care about people like gate leader wo. 

Seeing that Lin Yi didn’t give in, gate leader wo had no choice but to place his hopes on the purple 

lightning Beast. He walked over carefully and communicated with it,”You …” 

But, before gate leader wo could finish, the purple lightning Beast gave him a butt and turned around to 

collect the reward with Lin Yi! 

“…” Gate leader wo was angry and resentful, but he couldn’t do anything. He shook his head and carried 

his disciple’s body, retreating to think of a way. He couldn’t just let Lin Yi take the beast away like this, so 

he had to think of a way! 

Plus, his two disciples “lives were in Lin Yi’s hands, how could he just let it go? 

Lin Yi took his bet and looked at the bet between the Hidden House Pi and the fire Wolf Gang. The 

Hidden House Pi still took out two portions of body refining liquid, and the fire Wolf Gang used that 

weird 01 medicine. Lin Yi took out four random things to exchange with them. 

Old master Pi wasn’t here, and the one in charge was Pi Zhishan-he didn’t have the time to negotiate 

with Lin Yi, and so he left in a hurry after taking what Lin Yi gave him. He was worried about his brother’s 

safety, and didn’t know if he could be cured. 

An Mingyue, on the other hand, was emotionless. Lin Yi didn’t care if he wanted to trade with her, and 

walked to the side after that. He didn’t say anything, as if the fire Wolf Gang member’s safety had 

nothing to do with him. (To be continued.) 

Chapter 2157: Yaowang’s idea 

  

“I now announce that the Hidden House Summit has officially ended!” Zhao Yu’s father waited for 

everyone to collect their wagers before he announced,”If you want to stay here as a guest, we, the 

Hidden House Zhao, will do our part as the host and bring you to the famous places near Donghai city. If 

you don’t want to stay, then after dinner, you can go to the meeting hall to do some procedures and 

leave!” 

Lin Yi frowned when he heard that they had to go to the meeting room after dinner to do the 

procedures. He’d thought that they’d pack up and go home after the competition-he didn’t expect so 

many rules. 

But, since it was a rule of the Hidden House Summit, Lin Yi didn’t plan on breaking it. If he just barged in 

and left, it’d give old Zhao and the others an excuse to attack him. Lin Yi could only bear with it. 

“Boss, now we …” The competition was over. Although the joy of victory was mesmerizing, han xiaopo 

also thought of the issue of safety. “We’ve won so many matches in a row, these people won’t do us any 

harm, right …” 

“It’s hard to say,” Lin Yi wasn’t too optimistic about it, and nodded honestly,”If I hadn’t revealed my 

strength and trump card, they would definitely not have dared to make a move. But now …” 



“Boss, didn’t you say you could kill Sky Class early phase in seconds?” Han xiaopo’s heart tightened after 

hearing Lin Yi’s words. 

“We’ve never fought before. I’m just saying it casually. Do you think they’ll believe me?” Lin Yi shook his 

head,”let’s take it one step at a time. I still have a trump card that I haven’t used yet. Let’s see their 

reaction. Besides, the purple lightning Beast is not bad. It can be considered our helper!” 

“AI, no strength means weakness!” “It’s all because the hidden han family is too weak,”han xiaopo said 

helplessly. 

“You can’t say that. It doesn’t mean that there’s a problem.” Lin Yi turned around and looked at old Zhao 

and the others coldly. These people really did want to harm him, but they didn’t dare to show it in public 

at the Hidden House Summit. Lin Yi was afraid that he would be ambushed on his way out of house 

Zhao’s Manor! 

These people really did have this intention! Why did old master Zhao say that he had to go through the 

procedures in the meeting hall after dinner before leaving? This was what he was planning! In truth, the 

Hidden House Summit was already over, and there was no need to make it so complicated. 

“It’s three in the afternoon now. We’ll start the banquet at four thirty sharp. I’ll invite everyone to 

discuss some things together!” Old Zhao said to the other old men and sect leaders present. He would 

also send his disciples to inform those who had already left, but of course, this didn’t include the hidden 

han family. 

Everyone nodded. They knew what elder Zhao wanted to discuss, but they didn’t say anything. Everyone 

was in a different mood and needed to calm down … 

In a hidden Hall in house Zhao’s Manor, Medicine King Zhao calmly felt Zhihai’s pulse and said, “I’ve 

been a doctor for half my life, and I’ve seen your situation before …” 

“Is there a way to solve this?” Old master Pi asked. 

“I don’t have a choice … But …” Yao Wang said, deliberately keeping him in suspense. 

“So, there’s still a way?” Old man Pi asked, happy. 

“There’s a way, but it’s the same as not having a way!” Yaowang Zhao shook his head,”no way!” 

“What do you mean?” Old master Pi paused.”Yaowang, please tell me. If I can cure Zhihai, I’ll give you as 

much as I want!” 

“This isn’t about the treasure or money-the point is, the person who can cure him is your enemy, and 

he’d love for Zhihai to die!” “I don’t think so,” Yaowang Zhao said faintly.”If you go and beg him, you’ll 

probably get nothing but humiliation!” 

“Enemy?” Grandpa Pi was surprised, not quite sure what to say.”Who does our hidden house Pi have a 

grudge against? We don’t usually make enemies, right?” 

“Hehe, it’s that Lin Yi!” “Only that Lin Yi, I heard he can help someone dissolve their Qi, but I’ve been hit 

by a similar attack before, but it was much lighter than Zhihai ‘S. Lin Yi never helped me with it either … 

So, there’s no way to solve this!” 



Yaowang didn’t say on purpose that the Qi He got was Lin Yi ‘s! He’d been entrusted with the task of 

increasing Grandpa Pi’s hatred towards Lin Yi! Of all the Sky Class Masters, only Grandpa Pi didn’t make 

it clear that he wanted to deal with Lin Yi! 

One more Sky Class meant one more hope in dealing with Lin Yi, and so he wanted to get elder Pi on his 

side! Yaowang didn’t even know if Lin Yi could cure him, and he was just making things up. 

“That’s …” Grandpa Pi’s heart froze-Lin Yi didn’t have any good feelings towards the Hidden House Pi at 

all, and if they wanted Lin Yi to treat them, Yaowang was right-they’d probably be rejected right away! If 

Lin Yi was willing to treat him, why didn’t he say anything? 

No matter how many treasures he asked for, elder Pi would’ve agreed to it, but Lin Yi didn’t do anything-

it was proof of what Yaowang said! 

With that thought, a wave of hatred rose up in Grandpa Pi’s heart, but it disappeared as quickly as it 

appeared. He was a smart man, and he could tell that Yaowang was trying to get him to fight Lin Yi 

together. 

But Grandpa Pi was thinking about something else! The Hidden House Pi did lose some of their 

practitioners in Lin Yi’s hands, but that wasn’t important-they weren’t direct descendants of the Hidden 

House Pi, and so the enmity between Lin Yi and the Hidden House Pi wasn’t something that couldn’t be 

resolved! 

If she lowered her stance a little and thought of a way to appeal to his interests and beg Lin Yi, maybe 

she’d be able to get Zhihai’s help! Although killing Lin Yi would relieve his hatred temporarily, from a 

long term perspective, it was better to reconcile with Lin Yi! 

“Old man Pi, it’s all because of that Lin Yi-the enmity between you and him is unresolvable. So many 

people died at his hands, and he doesn’t even care about you guys, do you think he’d still help?” “So, 

the most important thing now is to kill Lin Yi to vent our anger!” Yaowang continued. 

“Hmm … You’re right, I’ll go back and think about it …” Grandpa Pi nodded and walked out of the side 

hall with Zhihai in his arms. A cold smile appeared on Medicine King Zhao’s face. 

Chapter 2158: The purpose of the banquet 

  

“Of course, if Lin Yi really did die, then the Hidden House you would be happy. They might even contact 

the sky elixir sect for you!” In the end, Yaowang Zhao reminded him,””The sky elixir sect is a big medical 

sect, they must have a way to cure your grandson …” 

Old master Pi stopped for a second before quickly walking out of the side hall and back to where he was 

hiding house Pi. 

Zhishan had returned a long time ago, but he didn’t see his Grandpa and brother. He was so worried 

that he was walking around in circles. A hidden house Zhao disciple came to tell him to go to the 

banquet hall at 4:30 pm, but he wasn’t in the mood for it. He just said something and sent the disciple 

away. 

“Grandpa!” Zhishan raised his head to see his Grandpa carrying his little brother Zhihai in.”Zhihai, he …” 



“Ah …” Grandpa Pi shook his head and put Zhihai on the bed,”I’m sorry.”House Zhao’s Medicine King 

Zhao couldn’t do anything …” 

“Then, my brother …” Zhishan said, shocked. He’d been close to Zhihai since they were kids-if Zhihai was 

crippled, it’d affect his future as the head of the house! 

“It’s not like there’s no way … There is a way …” Elder Pi frowned deeply, as if he was thinking about 

something. 

“Grandpa, what can we do? You seem to be in a difficult position? Why don’t you tell me, and I’ll help 

you analyze it?” Zhishan asked carefully as he looked at his grandfather. 

“Alright, I’ll tell you. You can help me with it!” Grandpa Pi nodded,”it’s like this …” 

And so, elder Pi told Zhishan everything that Yaowang had told him, hoping that he could give him some 

advice. 

“So you’re saying that Lin Yi and the sky elixir sect can cure it?” Zhishan frowned after hearing his 

grandpa’s words. 

“That’s right, but I don’t know how reliable it is. ” Elder Pi wasn’t an idiot-it was up to him whether he 

believed it or not, after all.”Zhishan, what do you think?” 

“Grandpa, I think that this sounds like medicine King Zhao’s trying to increase the hatred between Lin Yi 

and house Pi!” “But, I’m not sure if Lin Yi can save them, but I’m afraid that the sky elixir sect won’t be 

saved even if he can!” Zhishan analyzed. 

“Oh? Why do you say that?” Old master Pi nodded and praised. 

“This refining of true Qi, old man Zhao said it before, it’s a waste of our own strength to help others in a 

dangerous matter. What benefits can we offer to get the sky elixir sect to help us?” “He didn’t tell us 

how he was cured, but he definitely wasn’t cured by the sky elixir sect!” Pi Zhishan laughed coldly. 

“What about Lin Yi?” Grandpa Pi was very pleased-under his tutelage, Zhishan was becoming more and 

more like a leader. He was thinking more and more thoroughly, and didn’t have his own emotions. 

“Lin Yi …” Zhishan said,”I can’t say for sure, but since that Zhao Yaowang brought it up, I don’t think he’s 

lying. We should be able to find out if we ask around. There’s no benefit for him to lie to us-there are 

many ways to increase the hatred between us and Lin Yi. If he speaks without thinking, it’ll affect his 

house Zhao’s reputation.” 

“That’s right. What do you think?” Grandpa Pi nodded. 

“I think … Begging Lin Yi is more reliable than begging the heavenly elixir sect. Even if we don’t deal with 

Lin Yi, we can still go to the heavenly elixir sect if he can’t do it!” “What’s the status of the sky elixir sect? 

Would they give us free treatment for house you’s sake? If we can pay enough, the sky elixir sect will 

help us regardless of whether we have the house of you’s face or not. If we can ‘t, then no one can 

introduce us! From the attitude of the hidden you family’s old master you towards his disciple, it could 

be seen how ruthless these alchemy sects were! That disciple took part in the battle, but he has to heal 

himself if he’s injured!” 



“So you’re saying that you don’t agree to go against Lin Yi?” Old master Pi asked. 

“Grandpa, you said before that the Hidden House Pi doesn’t have much of a grudge against Lin Yi-it’s 

just a few people who died, and they’re not direct descendants of the Hidden House Pi. We’ll just have 

to endure it for a while.” “Quite the opposite,” Zhishan said.”There’s a lot of benefits to being on Lin Yi’s 

side. Look at that han Tianba and han xiaopo, who were they before? They were at the bottom of the 

hidden houses, and now? If Lin Yi’s fine this time, then the Hidden House han will definitely be a force to 

be reckoned with in the future. ” 

“Zhishan, you’re not bad!” “If you can see that, it means you have the right to be the next heir. I didn’t 

waste my efforts on you,” elder Pi said. 

“It’s also grandpa’s advice to me during the previous competition that enlightened me!” “Grandpa, then 

we’ll … Oh right, the Zhao disciples invited us to dinner at 4:30 pm …” Zhishan said. 

“They’re definitely discussing how to deal with Lin Yi, let’s go and take a look!” “Let’s just listen for now, 

no need to say anything!”Grandpa Pi said. 

“Alright!” Zhishan nodded, and the two of them headed to the banquet hall … 

The Hidden House Zhao’s banquet hall was filled with guests. All the elders and heirs, as well as the 

leaders and disciples of the Hidden House were present. Of course, other than the Hidden House han 

and the disciples who died or were injured in the competition. 

“It is this Zhao’s great honor to have all of you grace this banquet with your presence, bringing light to 

this banquet hall!” Zhao Yu’s father saw that everyone had arrived, so he stood up and cupped his fists. 

“You’re welcome, you’re welcome …” The old man of the family, who didn’t suffer any losses, and an 

Mingyue of the Firewolf gang both stood up and replied. 

However, the old men and sect leaders who had lost their men and were injured were not so optimistic. 

They had sad and gloomy expressions and did not say much. 

“Everyone should be clear about the purpose of my banquet this time, right?” Time was limited, so old 

master Zhao went straight to the point.””I think that everyone here, whether or not they have a grudge 

against Lin Yi, has suffered at the Hidden House Summit?” 

“Old master Zhao, could it be that you’ve already thought of a countermeasure?” Old man you was Lin 

Yi’s enemy as well, so he immediately agreed with old man Zhao’s words. 

“That’s right, this was supposed to be a gathering for all the hidden houses and sects to target the 

Hidden House han, but it’s become a stage for Lin Yi alone. Let’s not talk about the grudges first, how 

many treasures did we lose in this hidden house gathering? It’s all in Lin Yi’s pocket!” Elder Yu nodded. 

(To be continued.) 

Chapter 2159: take out a plan 

  



“That’s right, our hidden tang family has suffered heavy losses. Originally, we agreed that we and the 

you family would get the three games bet together, but now? I didn’t win a single match!” Elder Tang 

chimed in. 

“Heh, that Lin Yi is someone I must kill!” Jin Gang Zuan of the Golden Bell sect sneered and 

said,””Whether he took those things or not, he must die! But gate master wo, you said you could kill Lin 

Yi, why did you drop the ball at this critical moment?” 

“Hmph! You think I don’t want to kill Lin Yi?” “I want to kill Lin Yi more than you do, but I don’t know 

what kind of sorcery he used to trick my spirit beast away!” Gate leader wo laughed coldly. 

“Demonic Arts? If you can’t do it, don’t boast and ask this old man to make the decision for you. Under 

such circumstances, how can this old man, as the host, help you?” “If you have the ability, then bring the 

spirit beast back yourself!” Master Zhao said. 

“Old Pi, old Zhuang, Mr. An, what do you think?” Old master you looked at the three and asked. Now, 

only these three people present had not expressed their opinions. 

“My grandson’s been hit by the spirit beast’s Qi, and I don’t know if he’s Dead or Alive. I’m not in the 

mood to study other things, I’m sorry!” Old master Pi shook his head sadly. 

“My strength … I’m only earth Class late phase peak, not Sky Class yet. I’m afraid of death, and I don’t 

have the guts to go against Lin Yi.” Old master Zhuang was a cunning old man-he didn’t have any conflict 

with Lin Yi, so why would he mess with him? Wasn’t there something wrong with her? 

“I can’t represent the firewolves. I’m only here to lead the team.” Mingyue said faintly. Even the 

Firewolf gang’s protector couldn’t do anything to Lin Yi last time, and there wasn’t any conflict between 

them right now. He didn’t want to look for trouble. 

“This is nothing, I understand!” Old Zhao sighed-he didn’t really care about old Zhuang and an Mingyue’s 

attitudes, after all-he still wanted to fight for the Sky Class master, old Pi! 

After all, Sky Class Masters were more useful when it came to surrounding Lin Yi-Earth Class Masters 

were probably just cannon fodder. 

“Old man Pi, you’re not going to consider it?” Old master you asked. 

“My grandson is like this, do I still have the time to think about other things?” Grandpa Pi shook his 

head,”I just want to go back as soon as possible and think of a way!” 

“Everyone has their own ambitions, then we won’t force you!” “Looks like it’s just me, elder you, elder 

Yu, elder Tang, and the other leaders fighting Lin Yi together!” Elder Zhao said helplessly. 

“Guys, although I won’t participate, there’s something I have to remind you of. Is Lin Yi really that easy 

to deal with?” Naturally, Grandpa Pi didn’t want anything to happen to Lin Yi-he wanted to visit Lin Yi 

after this and ask him to help treat Zhihai, but on the surface, he acted like he cared for everyone, 

“Don’t forget, he’s already very strong-no weaker than a Sky Class early phase, and that spirit beast is 

even more powerful! Don’t forget how our Zhihai got injured! After being patted by that spirit beast, 

you were injected with true Qi … Don’t say I didn’t warn you!” 



“What’s wrong, old man Pi? you’re boosting other people’s morale while diminishing your own?” Old 

master Zhao frowned. 

“I just don’t want you to get hurt! After all, Zhihai’s injury is obvious. Although I’m not involved in this, I 

don’t want anything to happen to you old friends!” Grandpa Pi said faintly,”I’m not even participating, 

why are you trying to ruin your own reputation?” What does this have to do with me? Plus, that Lin Yi is 

our enemy, he killed three of our house Pi’s Masters!” 

Old master Pi was on Lin Yi’s side, speaking up for him, but he couldn’t show it-he even pointed out the 

Hidden House Pi’s enmity with Lin Yi. 

“Old man Pi’s right … That purple lightning Beast is a huge threat!” Old man you frowned and 

nodded.””We may be Sky Class Masters, but if Qi gets injected into our meridians for no reason, it’ll be 

hard for us to remove it or refine it.” 

With that, old master Pi looked at the sect leader with displeasure, meaning to say,”it’s all your fault! 

You didn’t get to kill Lin Yi, and you even gave him a helper! What the hell is this?!” 

“I’ll think of a way to deal with this purple lightning Beast. There should be a way!” “I think that Lin Yi 

must’ve promised it something, but I can give it something even better!” Sect leader wo said quickly. 

Our Qian Mountain sect still has some cultivation pills passed down from ancient times that can be used 

by spirit beasts. Eating one is equivalent to a year of their own cultivation. I’ll tie down that purple 

lightning Beast and communicate with it!” 

“That’s right, if the purple lightning Beast attacks you, this old man can step forward to block it!” “I’ve 

already studied it,” diamond said.”That purple lightning Beast definitely can’t break my Golden Bell 

shield. It won’t be able to do anything to me within a hundred moves!” 

“Alright, if that’s the case, then I, the you elders, the Tang elders, and the Yu elders will team up and 

attack Lin Yi. You guys deal with the purple lightning Beast!” “If the four of us attack at the same time, 

Lin Yi won’t be able to escape!” Grandpa Zhao gritted his teeth. 

“Old Zhao, are you sure the Ancient Ones won’t interfere if we make a move?” Old master you hesitated 

and asked. This was the question he was most worried about.””You have to know that the ancient 

people have ordered us not to cause any trouble during the Hidden House Summit, and we Sky Class 

Masters aren’t allowed to step into the common world and show off!” 

“Hehe, didn’t the Hidden House Summit end already? Plus, Lin Yi and the Hidden House Han’s people 

left the manor, so what’s the point of the Hidden House Summit?” Old master Zhao smiled.”Old master 

you, you’re worried about this problem. As the host, I’m more worried about this problem. However, we 

can take advantage of a loophole!” 

“But what about stepping into the secular world?” Elder Yu asked. 

“Stepping into the secular world? that’s easy to say. After he leaves the Hidden House Zhao’s Manor, 

there’s still a long way to go to the road. This road is also the outer territory of our hidden house Zhao. If 

he makes a move here, he won’t be stepping into the secular world!” Old Zhao smiled,”so the Hidden 

House Summit is over, but we didn’t enter the common world, so we didn’t break the rules?” 

Chapter 2160: house Pi’s message 



  

“Haha, that’s right. That’s true!” Elder Yu nodded,”in-law, you’re smart!” 

“You’re too kind, I had no choice!” Old master Zhao laughed and said,””Alright, let’s eat first-we’ll have 

the energy to deal with Lin Yi later!“ 

Under old Zhao’s lead, everyone raised their wine glasses-whether they joined in or not, they were all 

losers in this gathering, and so they couldn’t object to old Zhao’s plan. Of course, the Hidden House Pi 

was an exception! 

What elder Pi was thinking about right now was not only not supporting elder Zhao’s plan, but also how 

to make it fail. 

“Zhishan, Zhihai is injured and is still in his room. Go back and see him. You have nothing to do here!” 

Grandpa Pi turned to Zhishan and winked at him. He believed that with Zhishan’s cunning, he would be 

able to understand what he meant. 

“Yes, Grandpa, I’ll go back now!” Zhishan nodded-he’d seen the old man blink at him, and paused for a 

second. He remembered what happened earlier, and understood what the old man wanted him to do-to 

send a message to Lin Yi! 

The Hidden House Pi couldn’t find a chance to get on Lin Yi’s good side-this was just the beginning! 

Grandpa Pi and Zhihai both understood that they needed to ease their relationship with Lin Yi a little. 

They didn’t have enough bargaining chips to get Lin Yi to save them. 

No one felt that there was anything wrong with what the old man was doing-Zhihai was injured, after 

all, and there was nothing wrong with letting Zhishan go back to check on him. No one would pay him 

any attention after he left. 

Zhishan walked out of the restaurant and headed to the Hidden House Pi’s temporary residence-who 

knew if the Hidden House Zhao disciples were watching him? Therefore, it was impossible for him to 

directly go to the Han family’s hidden residence to inform them. That would expose him. 

Zhishan went back to his temporary residence and checked on Zhihai. He was still unconscious-the Qi in 

his body had caused him to go crazy! Physical practitioners didn’t cultivate Qi, so their resistance to Qi 

was naturally weak. That’s why just a little Qi was enough to knock him out. 

Of course, this was also Zhihai’s bad luck-the purple lightning Beast just happened to have this ability. 

Otherwise, other practitioners would only be able to form their Qi and send it out, unless they were Sky 

Class Masters. Not all Sky Class Masters could do this. 

Looking at Zhihai’s condition, Zhishan was even more determined to resolve his grudges with Lin Yi! 

Zhihai was the hope of the current generation of house Pi, and also Zhishan’s right-hand man. He hoped 

that after he became the head of the Hidden House Pi, he could team up with Zhihai and make the 

Hidden House Pi stronger and bigger! 

Zhishan sighed. He didn’t have Lin Yi’s contact details, but he did have the contact details of the Hidden 

House’s elder han. All the heads of the hidden houses had their contact details recorded. 



Zhishan found han Tianba’s number and called without hesitation. Han Tianba’s voice came 

through,”Hello, who is this?” 

“Old man han, I’m Pi Zhishan from the Hidden House Pi. I have something important to report to Mister 

Lin Yi!” Zhishan said. 

He wasn’t afraid of anyone eavesdropping in this place-the soundproofing here was top class, and even 

Sky Class Masters wouldn’t be able to hear anything. After all, this was a guest’s privacy, and house Zhao 

had done a good job of hiding it-it wouldn’t cause any problems. 

Otherwise, there would be a lot of Sky Class elders here, and if they all used their senses to check out 

the other houses “activities, then there would be no point in holding the Hidden House Summit. 

“Pi Zhishan?” Han Tianba was taken aback, not knowing why he was calling at this time. But since he was 

looking for Lin Yi, he couldn’t make the decision on his own. He turned to Lin Yi and asked,”Mister Lin, 

hidden house Pi’s Pi Zhishan is calling, he has something to report to you!” 

“Looking for me?” Lin Yi hesitated-could it be because of Zhihai? But how did Zhishan know that he had 

a way to cure Zhihai? No matter what, Lin Yi still took the phone and said,””Pi Zhishan?” 

“Mister Lin Yi, it’s me. I have something important to tell you!” Zhishan said. 

“What is it?” Lin Yi asked without changing his expression. 

“Mr. Lin, the Hidden House Yu, hidden house Zhao, hidden house you, hidden house Tang, hidden 

mountain Qian, and Golden Bell sect have come to an agreement. They’re going to stop you after you 

leave!” With that, Zhishan repeated what the old man and the others had said in the banquet hall to Lin 

Yi. 

As expected! Lin Yi’s heart froze-it looked like the old man wasn’t going to let him go, but what was this 

Pi Zhishan trying to do by calling him now? Express goodwill? 

“Pi Zhishan, I’m not one to beat around the bush. Tell me the reason you’re calling,” Lin Yi said. 

“Mr. Lin, to be honest, my Grandpa didn’t agree to old man Zhao’s proposal to form an alliance. The 

Hidden House Pi doesn’t have a deep grudge against you-it’s like we said before, it was all caused by the 

common house Xiao, there’s no deep hatred between us. Those people died because of the common 

house Xiao, and they weren’t direct descendants of the Hidden House Pi, so there’s no need for us to go 

against you, Mr. Lin!” Zhishan said. 

“That’s all?” Lin Yi asked. 

“There’s … There’s more!” There were some things that Zhishan didn’t want to say this time-after all, he 

had to do it step by step, and he couldn’t just tell Lin Yi everything he wanted to know. But since Lin Yi 

asked, he didn’t want to hide it,”Actually, it’s me and Zhihai-we saw that han xiaopo became your boss, 

and the Hidden House han became so powerful! We were so envious, and we wanted you to be our 

boss too, so that you could protect the Hidden House Pi!” 

Lin Yi laughed at Zhishan’s words-this guy wasn’t stupid, after all. He wanted Lin Yi to help Zhihai heal, 

but he couldn’t just say it out loud. Instead, he came up with an excuse that he wanted Lin Yi to be his 

boss. If Lin Yi agreed, then Zhihai would be his follower, and Lin Yi couldn’t just stand by and watch. 



“If I remember correctly, your brother Zhihai is a cripple now. What’s in it for me to take in a cripple as 

my follower?” Lin Yi asked, feigning ignorance. (To be continued.) 

 


